LEGAL INFORMATION

Protection of rights

The subject of this legal information is the website at www.bisol.com. All content on this website is the property of BISOL Group, elektro inženiring in svetovanje, d.o.o., Latkova vas 59a, 3312 Prebold, Slovenia (hereinafter BISOL Group) and is of an informative nature, therefore BISOL Group does not guarantee or assume responsibility for their accuracy and completeness.

Limited liability

BISOL Group has designed the website in order to provide general information about the company and the BISOL Group.

Official legal and formal information about the company or the BISOL Group and its operations may differ from the information on this website. All users use the content on these websites at their own risk.

BISOL Group makes every effort to provide accurate and up-to-date information on its websites, and reserves the right to change, add or remove content on these websites at any time, without prior notice. BISOL Group is not responsible for any consequences of such changes or for any damage caused by the use of this website or its content.

There are also links to other websites on the BISOL Group website that have no connection with the BISOL Group. BISOL Group cannot guarantee or receive or forward complaints about the accuracy of the content of any website to which it provides a link or reference, and bears no responsibility for the protection of data on these websites.

Copyright

All information and images published on these websites (texts, photographs, sketches, maps and plans, computer programs, etc.) are subject to copyright and intellectual protection under the Copyright and Related Rights Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 16/07 p. changes) or according to the Industrial Property Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 51/06 with amendments). They may be used exclusively for educational and non-commercial purposes (for personal use), provided that all stated copyright or other notices are maintained and may not be copied, reproduced or otherwise disseminated for commercial purposes. Each reproduction (copy, reproduction, publication, transfer) must state BISOL Group as the source.
Privacy and data protection

BISOL Group will protect the confidentiality of personal data of the website users. It will use the collected data exclusively to improve the use of the website and for the purposes which were transmitted. BISOL Group will not use personal data and contact information for other purposes and will not disclose them to third parties without the explicit permission of the website user, while doing everything possible to protect users’ personal data from any violations and misuse. BISOL Group will also dispose of all data collected on this website in accordance with applicable law.